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Product sectors Agricultural machinery and equipment

Renewable energy from agricultural sources

Equipment and products for breeding and livestock auctions/shows

Multi-function of the farm

Green management and forestry activity

Pesticides, fertilizers, seeds and technical products

Irrigation, protected crops, greenhouses and fertilization-irrigation 

Services for agriculture

Innovations in 2014 Halls 4-5: a space dedicated entirely to specialised machinery and 

equipment for vineyards and orchards 

Fieragricola: Exhibition profile



Fieragricola has been a landmark in international agricultural panorama for over a

century and is the only event in Italy ensuring complete coverage of agricultural

topics.

Targeting operators in the world of agriculture with close attention to policies for

shared growth and sustainability, Fieragricola is home to events specialist trade

areas highlighting innovative techniques and content. A crossways event equally

ensuring a very high-level and innovative content, with a broad-ranging exhibition

offering, debates, professional and scientific meetings, displays and dynamic tests.

The event achieves impressive media impact and seeks to anticipate the needs of

the market by creating relationships between exhibitors, visitors and sector

associations and involving operators thanks to its dynamism and interactivity.

Fieragricola is an important showcase for players in the agricultural value chain -

entrepreneurs, breeders, agricultural mechanisation companies, veterinarians,

manufacturers and dealers in agricultural machinery, feed producers, industry

producing goods for the primary sector, farm holiday centres and players in the

short value chain, as well as ESCOs, energy managers etc. All these sectors are

suitably covered by specific areas and targeted analysis.

Fieragricola: Exhibition profile



Special features of Fieragricola

INTERNATIONALISATION

 since the Second World War, Fieragricola has been a landmark in world agricultural landscape;

 Fieragricola is the only event in Italy that is a member of Eurasco - The European Federation of Agricultural Exhibitions and Show

Organisers, which represents the main European agro-food trade fairs;

 the latest edition (February 2014) attracted attendance by more than 140,000 visitors from 103 countries (including an operator from the

Republic of Nauru, an Island-State in Oceania);

 Veronafiere also relies on a network of delegates operating in over 60 countries worldwide;

 Fieragricola is also a platform for the Maghreb region thanks to the organisation of Médinit│Agro.

TRANSVERSALITY

 today, agriculture ensuring higher incomes looks towards multifunction farming as an integrated complex of several production areas;

 the last edition attracted more than 1,000 exhibitors in fields such as agricultural engineering, animal farming, renewable supplies,

technical supplies, vineyards and orchards - the latter sectors being ones where Italian manufacturers are world leaders thanks to the

experience gained with advanced wine and fruit producers all over the country;

 visitors are equally just as wide-ranging: not only farmers, but also contractors, breeders, veterinarians, feed suppliers, students and

professors of animal farming and agro-food topics, rural hospitality entrepreneurs, etc.



Special features of Fieragricola

SPECIALISATION

Notwithstanding such transversality, visitors equally find an impressive degree of specialization in all areas embraced by the event.

Since 1962, Fieragricola has also accompanied the evolution of the Common Agricultural Policy, helping to stimulate debate between agricultural systems

and the world of national and European institutions through dialogue focusing on planning the main directives to be adopted for sustainable growth while

also keeping abreast of the needs of producers. In 2012, Fieragricola and the CAP celebrated their respective anniversaries together in Verona: 110

editions of Fieragricola and 50 years of the CAP.

DYNAMISM

Fieragricola has equally developed a dynamic side and offers visitors the chance to see tractors, machines and equipment in operation - and all their

functions described by agricultural engineering experts.

INNOVATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Fieragricola keeps ahead of operating trends in the primary sector by identifying production directions regardless of market contingencies (although the

latter still influence the speed of implementation of such evolution).

INTERNATIONAL LIVESTOCK

The livestock sector has international scope, from the International Open Holstein Show to the Swiss Brown Cow events. Livestock of all kinds is broadly

represented at the Exhibition, thanks to the cooperation by now going back many years with the AIA - Italian Breeders' Association -, one of the most

advanced organisations in the international breeding sphere.



Multi-function farming

An informative and consultation facility dedicated to agricultural entrepreneurs keen to diversify their sources of income by providing not

information and updates on trends influencing the market and the development of new technical-production skills while ensuring re-designed,

modern levels of environmental sustainability to meet new challenges (climate change, protection of biodiversity, etc.) but also the opportunities

arising from the new Common Agricultural Policy and the possibility of public and private funding through official rural development plans.

The training events organised in the Workshop Area of offer visitors an opportunity for direct confrontation with successful case histories or best

practices for companies or local areas. Overall, this ensures a vital service in identifying and supporting the new frontiers of economic

diversification in agriculture.

Green management and forestry activity

The exhibition area dedicated to equipment and products for forestry activities and forest management with a broad range of machines for

splitting and cutting wood, bio-chippers, bark removers, etc., in addition to everything associated with green management - on a private scale

and for the public sector - through the exhibition of gardening equipment (hedge cutters, chainsaws, log splitters, hedge trimmers, lawn mowers,

etc.), products and small tools.

Outside areas host other display spaces and demo areas where companies will show visitors their machinery in operation (log splitters, chippers,

transport and wood-working equipment, etc.).
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Pesticides, fertilizers, seeds and technical products

The exhibition area dedicated to technical supplies targets operators through highly interactive and multimedia content and includes all sectors

linked with the application of compulsory integrated agriculture with the aim of achieving sustainable use of pesticides to reduce risks and

impacts on human health and the environment and, at the same time, promote the use of integrated pest management and alternative

techniques.

This area is also home to the Sustainable Agriculture Forum, a technical-informative area structured around a reports and live television events

involving leading experts in every specific sphere of sustainable production in order to define and outline the best applicable techniques.

Major innovations for the 2014 edition:

Technical Assistance Network: an area dedicated to technical consulting in agriculture which, with the ratification of new legislation concerning

sustainable use of pesticides, has come to play a role of major importance. An interactive space where farmers and other players in the sector

can meet various professional figures without charge to request technical assistance, advice, information about funds and solutions.

Traceability and sustainability of production chains: the dedicated space helping farmers learn how to ensure sustainable production from all

points of view - environmental, social, economic - and allow food traceability from the table back to the field.

Irrigation, protected crops, greenhouses and fertilization-irrigation

The exhibition offering embraces manufacturers of plastic films, greenhouses, plant and engineering, products and fertilization-irrigation/climate

control systems, substrates, weather stations, sensors, fumigation equipment, antagonist micro-organisms, seeds, seedlings and root-stocks,

specific fertilizers and pesticides, equipment for the cultivation and harvesting.
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Renewable energy from agricultural sources

Conceived as a way to help agricultural entrepreneurs increase their potential for income and savings and present energy sector operators with

information and opportunities regarding energy generation from agricultural and livestock farming sources, the Hall is the ideal place for

marketing and promotion welcoming manufacturers and farmers, engineers, designers, installers, specialist consultants and energy managers,

ESCOs (Energy Service Companies), energy supply utilities, services and research institutes.

The product categories on show include solid biomass (from wood and vegetal residues), biogas, liquid biofuels, energy from waste and

recycling of agricultural and urban green waste, cogeneration and trigeneration, wind, hydrogen, solar, thermal and photovoltaic power.

In the outside areas, companies demonstrate to visitors their machinery in operation and related technological aspects for hands-on experience

of the potential and the outcomes of a process ranging from the product through to the supply of energy, especially biomass processing for

energy purposes.

Agricultural machinery and equipment

The exhibition space focusing on the latest technological and process innovation in the agricultural mechanisation segment.

This business area welcomes the largest and most famous brands of tractors, as well as machinery and equipment for tillage, seeding,

fertilizing, treatments, harvesting, storage and transport, as well as components and plant equipment.

Outside areas are home to dynamic facilities highlighting the technical qualities of such machinery.
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Specialised machinery, equipment and products for vineyards and orchards 

A highly specialized space dedicated to precision agriculture and integral mechanisation of vineyards and orchards to minimise human

intervention, the response to requirements confirmed by the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy in terms of sustainability, ecology and the

environment and the need for agricultural businesses to reduce production costs.

The commercial exhibition area welcomes major brands of specialised tractors and machinery for vineyards and orchard, as well as isodiametric

and track-laying tractors alongside products, equipment and services.

Thanks to a dedicated Forum Area, visitors will benefit from an impressive programme of scientific and technical events, training opportunities

and practical demonstrations, for both fruit and vine growing.

Outside areas host an event involving all major tractor and equipment brands in a technical context simulating agricultural work situations - both

the open field and in vineyards.

Equipment and products for breeding and livestock auctions/shows

Commercial exhibition space dedicated to technologies and products for rearing cattle, pigs, poultry, sheep and goats, animal nutrition and 

health products, veterinary equipment and instruments, as well as animal genetics, IVF and semen centres. Fieragricola is the landmark for 

comparisons among sector operators concerning production issues for all types of animal farming.

Hundreds of breeders, over the four-day exhibition, will take part in shows and auctions with their best livestock. Breeds on show range from 

traditional livestock to more unusual native and niche species in order to review progress in terms of morphology, fertility and productivity.
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Fieragricola: dynamic tests in outside areas

Live Appointments Live coverage of events on 'Fieragricola Web Tv'. 

They are also shown on giant screens and uploaded to Youtube. 



Fieragricola: overviews of the exhibition halls 



Fieragricola: overviews of the exhibition halls 



more than 1,000
exhibitors

more than 140,000
visitors with 14% international attendance 

from 103 countries 

more than 140
conventions, debates, technical and 

scientific meetings in just 4 days

about 900
b2b meetings with international buyers 

17
breeders' associations

more than 600
head of livestock on show

The foregoing information is awaiting FKM certification and may be subject to minor variations.

FIERAGRICOLA - 2014 Edition

Facts & Figures



In 1997, Veronafiere - the first non-German Exhibition Centre - joined F.K.M. (Gesellschaft zur Freiwilligen Kontrolle von Messe-und

Ausstellungszahlen), the organisation operating since 1965 in voluntary control of statistics related to trade fairs and exhibitions in Germany.

The results of Veronafiere's main events are consequently subject to FKM certification analysis.

F.K.M's purpose is to encourage maximum transparency in the sector with special reference to the truthfulness and clarity of data for

individual events that associated exhibition organisers must communicate and publish on the basis of strict standard criteria only after

successful certification by independent auditing companies.

By adopting the FKM system, Veronafiere is consequently able to provide quantitative data (number of exhibitors, visitors, show area and

national-international spread) and qualitative data (based on direct interviews with Italian and foreign visitors).

Adopting the FKM system demands very strict and committal operations but provides an additional positive factor in terms of show

assessments, particularly for markets and international users.

FKM certification confirms the absolute transparency, clarity and precision of the data detailing the event's target audience.

Transparency and certification
FKM - Gesellschaft zur Freiwilligen Kontrolle von Messe-und Ausstellungszahlen



The 2014 Edition was the best Fieragricola for the last 10 years (5 editions). These results confirm, as was evident during the four days of the 

show, that agriculture has the potential to revive the economy. 

Attendance was up by 8% compared to 2010 (the latest comparable edition, since the agricultural show in 2012 was severely penalised by 

bad weather). 

Fieragricola provided the answers that exhibitors were looking for in terms of specialist visitors from all Italian regions and impressive incoming

attendance from abroad, particularly Austria, Switzerland, Germany, Romania, Russia, Finland, France and Japan, but also the Balkans and

North Africa. There was even a trade visitor from the Republic of Nauru, the Island State in Oceania.

Verona was also the Italian and world capital of agriculture thanks to significant institutional and international attendance.

• Maurizio Martina, new Minister of Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies

• Giuseppe Castiglione, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Agriculture

• Paolo De Castro, President of the European Parliament Agriculture Commission

• Virgilijus Jukna, Minister of Agriculture of Lithuania

• Seyed Mohammad Jozi, Consul General of the Islamic Republic of Iran in Italy

• Mohamed El Guerrouj, Director of the Government Agency of the Ministry of Agriculture of Morocco

FIERAGRICOLA - 2014 Edition
Exhibition trends



ENOVITIS IN CAMPO 

1st edition organized jointly with: Cà Tron - Roncade (Treviso), 19-20 June 2014 

2nd edition organized jointly with: Sicily (near Marsala), 5-6 June 2015

Veronafiere and the Italian Wine Union agreed a partnership that will develop a number of initiatives supporting Italian and European wine-growing in order to create a 

permanent and complete reference centre in terms of trade areas detailed during exhibition occasions, field testing of technologies and convention meetings of 

international calibre.

More specifically, joint management by Veronafiere and UIV - Italian Wine Union also involves the organisation of the "Enovitis in campo" initiative as an "open-air" 

event in the scope of Fieragricola.

MÉDINIT│AGRO

1st edition organized jointly with: Casablanca (Morocco), 5-7 June 2014

2nd edition organized jointly with: Casablanca (Morocco), 4-6 March 2015

The b2b exhibition organised by Medinit Srl, a company owned by Veronafiere, aims to provide assistance - with the support of the Italian Chamber of Commerce in 

Morocco - to Italian companies in the primary sector interested in discovering a market with interesting prospects that is equally a gateway to North Africa as a whole.

This is a strategic initiative if one considers that agriculture in Morocco accounts for 19% of GDP, employs 40% of the working population, with crops extending over 

7.8 million hectares, of which 1.6 millions of irrigated land, worked by more than one and a half million small and medium-sized farms. 

There is strong demand in Morocco for agricultural machinery and technology Made in Italy and the challenges of the future will especially concern the rational use of 

water resources and renewable energy. 

FIERAGRICOLA - 2014 Edition
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New Holland
«The stand's were always very full, both in the field of mechanical in great area dedicated to the vineyard and orchard, with a high interest to the public to all our news».

Same
«Fieragricola went well beyond expectations. Our stand attracted not only Italian visitors but attendance even from Europe and South America».

Maschio Gaspardo
«Four days of consistent influx of technicians, dealers, farmers and ranchers».

Antonio Carraro
«It went surprisingly well, thanks to the new role of the exhibition not only as marketing opportunity but also an occasion for focusing the attention of a broader specialist

audience».

BCS Group
«At our booth we had great attendance, even younger. Agricultural mechanics the initiative to create a specialized area for a strategic sector such as that of viticulture and

oenology has proved to be a winner».

Argo Tractors Group
«The fair went very well, with attendance well as Russia, Ireland and Switzerland. The response to our news from the public and from our dealers has been excellent».

Claas
«The big influx of specialised operators is a signal that the market is moving».

Pellenc
«Given extremely positive is that we had several new contacts, even in the area related to the maintenance of green areas».

Case IH
«This year went very well with a good turnout, mirror of a reality that sharing in agriculture».

They say of us

Positive feedback from Exhibitors



Nobili Macchine Agricole
«In Italy, only here you can realize all these contacts. We missed the last few editions of Fieragricola but this year we are very pleased».

Agco
«The ideal exhibition space for us. We saw a great deal of interest in our machines, especially among operators from the Veneto, Emilia-Romagna, Puglia and Sicily».

Cosmo
«We spotted Fieragricola to relaunch the internal market and I believe has been a winning choice. We saw that there is renewed interest equipment sales».

Kubota Tractor Corporation
«We have attended Fieragricola for the last three editions and this year we are very happy with attendance figures, the ideal launch-pad for our growth project».

Manara Sementi Group
«It went very well, especially in terms of international contacts. We received important visits from Russia, Rumania, Lithuania, Hungary and even from Senegal and South

America».

Aia - Association of Italian Breeders
«Fieragricola is the capital of Italian and European animal farming. I saw a very active exhibition in this sector capable of combining impressive specialisation thanks to the

National Swiss Brown Cow exhibition and the European Open Holstein Dairy Show. An equally very interesting showcase for the astonishing number of visitors was the ‘Noah's

Ark’ initiative, which helped improve awareness of the importance of livestock farming».

Trustech
"We didn't expect such amazingly positive feedback - there was astounding interest among veterinarians and breeders. For us, in presenting an evolving product, it was a vital

opportunity for comparisons and collecting feedback».

Construzioni Nazzareno
«The novelty of agri- pellet drew an incredible number of visitors».

Pn Group Energy
«This was our first experience at an international event such as Fieragricola and I was very pleased with the number of contacts were made. It was a marvellous opportunity for a

company such as ours, which was only set up a few months ago».


